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“Ginny” is in Court -- and Needs Our Help More than Ever!
“Ginny,” the West Virginia Northern Flying Below is a sample letter and addresses. If you have internet service, a similar letter and the e-mail
Squirrel, is now in court -- in front of Judge
addresses are on Friends of Blackwater’s website, www.saveblackwater.org. Either way, making your
Emmet G. Sullivan of the US District Court in
voice heard can make a difference for Ginny and her babies!
Washington. Her lawsuit says that the Fish
and Wildlife Service must restore endangered
White House 1600 Pennsylvania Washington, DC 20500
species protection to this beloved and rare
creature of the West Virginia Highlands.
Dear President Obama,
Ginny’s main lawyer is “legal eagle”
We are writing to support reinstatement of the statutory protections under the Endangered Species
Jessica Almy, of the firm Meyer, Glitzenstein,
Act for the West Virginia northern flying squirrel, the signature species of West Virginia’s high elevation
and Crystal. The government will turn over
boreal forests. The Bush Administration failed to follow the Recovery Plan written for the endangered
their records by April, and oral argument will be
squirrel by top scientists in this field and removed all federal protections from this rare nocturnal mammal in
in October. Thanks so much to all of Ginny’s
September of 2008. This rush to judgment under the Bush Administration was based on shoddy science and
friends for helping make this important case
ignored the opinions of experts on Appalachian flying squirrels.
possible -- and a special shout out to everyone
We support the legal brief filed by Friends of Blackwater, The Wilderness Society, The Center for
who adopted Ginny’s babies!
Biological Diversity, the Southern Appalachian Forest Coalition, Heartwood, and Wild South challenging
Meanwhile, Ginny’s unique forest habitat
the delisting. We ask you and the Department of Interior to rescind the rule that removed the squirrel from
is being degraded, all across the West Virginia
the Endangered Species list.
Highlands, by unregulated timbering and other
land disturbance. You can help Ginny (and her
						
Sincerely,
forest friends) today by writing to the President
and the Department of Interior, to make them
Cc: Secretary of Interior Salazar, U.S. Department of the Interior, 1849 C Street NW, Washington, DC
aware of Ginny’s plight.
20240

Dear Friends,
When we began to work on protecting the Blackwater Canyon, we
thought about what inspirational vision would excite people. We decided
that making the Canyon part of a new National Park in West Virginia
would be a great idea. So we studied how National Parks are created and
how they can help local economies. We found out that the best single way
to build a local tourism economy is with a National Park. We also round
out that only the greatest landscapes will qualify for National Park status.
Now years later, the new Administration is in “sync” with our vision
and wants to create New National Parks -- and the Blackwater Canyon
region is a real center of interest!
We believe that the time is right to create West Virginia’s first
National Park. High Allegheny National Park would be a tremendous
shot in the arm for the Highlands economy. And a National Park will give
national and global recognition to the Mountain State’s scenic grandeur on
the 150th Anniversary of the Creation of West Virginia -- Our
Sesquicentennial.
We have an exciting opportunity here that we can grab with both
hands! We can create High Allegheny National Park!

Congressman Nick Rahall 301 Prince St, Beckley, WV 25801-5313

Stay tuned for details!
				

Sincerely,

ADOPT A NORTHERN FLYING SQUIRREL!

Judy Rodd

These tiny flying squirrel babies need your help to survive against threats of logging, road
building, and industrial development that will destroy their mountain homes. Your
generous donation will help us advocate for this rare species and litigate to bring back its
full federal protection under the Endangered Species Act for West Virginia’s Northern
Flying Squirrel.

Rafe Pomerance former US Deputy
Assistant Secretary of
State for Environment

Joe Riffenberger Wildlife Biologist

J. Lawrence Smith Author

Steve White, Esq.
Titles for identification purposes only.
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Judge Protects Greenbrier Bats from Industrial Wind Turbines

By Dave Buhrman for Mountain Counties for Responsible Development (MCRE)

On December 8, 2009 Judge Titus
ruled that Beech Ridge Developers may not
complete construction of the 27 turbines above
Williamsburg nor operate any of the 40 already
constructed turbines until they have gotten an
incidental take permit from the US Fish and
Wildlife Service.    This is a great victory for
the team of Meyer Glitzenstein and Crystal
who represented MCRE, The Animal Welfare
Institute, and Dave Cowan in the first ever
federal law suit to challenge a renewable energy
project for violating the endangered species act.
On January 26th the US District Court
approved a compromise solution that will allow
portions of the Beech Ridge Wind Project to go
forward with daytime operations being allowed
year-round while the company pursues its
Incidental Take Permit with the US Fish & Wildlife
Service.
 	
In exchange for MCRE ending its
opposition to Beech Ridge the company agrees
to abandon forever 21 of the eastern most
turbines sites planed for 2010 and to abandon
forever and decommission the 10 southern
most turbine foundations constructed in 2009.   
Plaintiffs MCRE, Animal Welfare Institute, and
Dave Cowan will continue to monitor Beech

Right: Bat killed by wind
turbine.

Ridge’s compliance
and make positive
suggestions to US Fish
and Wildlife Service during
the permitting process.   
MCRE is extremely grateful
to all who have given
their support over the
last 4.3 years and we are
especially grateful to Eric
Glitzenstein, Bill Eubanks,
and Kathy Meyers for
this unprecedented
environmental victory in
federal court over a huge
renewable energy project.
The ripple of this decision will reach very far.
While MCRE and its two thousand
supporters remain convinced that massive
installation of industrial wind turbines on
forested ridges will create more problems than
it will solve, we believe our actions have sent
a vitally needed message to the wind industry
as a whole. Renewable energy projects do

not get a pass on existing laws designed to
protect endangered species and the natural
environment. And, although industrial wind
turbines will now spin atop some of Greenbrier
County’s highest ridges, they will forever be
banned on those ridges in closest proximity to
endangered Indiana bat caves.

More West Virginia Caves Infected by White Nose Syndrome
On February 23rd the West Virginia Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) announced that they had found the deadly bat disease White Nose
Syndrome (WNS) in West Virginia most famous cave: Hellhole. Hellhole is
the largest and most important bat cave in the state. An estimated 200,000
bats spend the winter hibernating in the cave. The cave is also important
on a national level as it is designated critical habitat for two federally
endangered species: the Indiana bat and the Virginia big-eared bat.
Hellhole supports nearly 13,000 Indiana bats and 5,000 Virginia bigears. The other bats in the cave are mostly the more common little brown
bat. This single cave supports more than 40 percent of the world’s entire
hibernating population of Virginia big-eared bats. WNS is a serious wildlife
health crisis estimated to have caused the death of more than 1 million bats
in the United States during the past three years. It is named for a white
fungus that appears on the muzzles and wings of hibernating bats. Once a
cave is infected, the fungus spreads rapidly through the bat population, and
mortality may exceed 90 percent.           
WNS was first seen in early 2006 in a cave near Albany, N.Y. It has
spread more than 500 miles to caves in 10 states from New Hampshire
to Tennessee. Last winter it was documented in four caves in Pendleton
County and this January it showed up in Hellhole. Bats play a key role
in keeping insects, including as agricultural pests, mosquitoes and forest
pests, under control. Between April and October, each bat can eat its body
weight in insects each night. If we lose our bat populations, we will lose
the tremendous ecological and economic benefits the bats provide. Craig Stihler chief endangered
species biologist for the WVDNR estimates that 1% of the endangered Indiana bats in Hellhole have
died so far. More in depth surveys will be conducted by the DNR.

Above: Little Brown Bat with White Nose Syndrome in a
cave in Pendleton County. Photo by Craig Stihler.
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Monongahela National Forest Proposes Gas Leases in
West Virginia’s most pristine Trout Streams

March 2010

If the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management get their way, two of the four
most pristine native trout streams in the state will be degraded by industrial scale gas drilling
within sight of Spruce Knob National Recreation Area (NRA). Gandy Creek below the Sinks
of Gandy on the west side of the NRA and Laurel Fork of the North Fork of the South Branch
of the Potomac upstream of
Cherry Grove will be impacted
along with endangered bat
habitat, flying squirrel habitat,
the small communities of Little
Italy, Whitmer, Gandy, and Job
in Randolph County and Hardscrabble in Pendleton. At least
20 historic sites are on the
property proposed for leasing.
Under West Virginia law the
streams in question are now
Tier Three streams being on
National Forest land and containing reproducing native brook trout. Tier Three streams are
not allowed to be degraded.

Trout Unlimited Opposes Gas Drilling in the Monongahela National Forest
Marcellus Shale drilling would destroy native Eastern brook trout habitat.
Arlington, Va.—In a unanimous vote,
Trout Unlimited’s (TU) West Virginia
Council voted in favor of a moratorium
on natural gas leasing in the Monongahela National Forest.
The vote, which occurred at the
council’s general membership meeting
on February 20, was the first decision
made by the state council regarding
drilling in the Marcellus Shale formation, a region that is rich in natural gas
resources and includes portions of West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, Maryland, Virginia and Ohio.
The hydro-fracturing process used to
release gas from the Marcellus Shale
formation requires up to 8 million gallons of water
per well to extract the gas from deep underground.
In addition, an undisclosed blend of chemicals is
used in hydro-fracturing. Water withdrawal from
streams and rivers, and particularly the treatment
of the chemically-laden wastewater from drilling
sites, has proven to be of significant concern in
several areas in Pennsylvania where Marcellus
drilling has occurred.
“TU’s West Virginia state council and its individual members should be commended for taking this critically important position regarding the
protection of native brook trout populations on
the Monongahela National Forest,” said Bryan
Moore, TU’s Vice President for Volunteer Operations and Watersheds.

“The Monongahela is not only a treasured resource for the residents of the state and the midAtlantic region, but also contains 85% of West
Virginia’s remaining brook trout populations,”
Moore continued. “We simply cannot afford to
use these sensitive public lands as an experimental testing ground for a drilling process which
has resulted in irreparable resource damage in
neighboring states.”
“TU is committed to working with the U.S. Forest Service to protect these last remaining brook
trout, recognizing that once they are lost, they
are lost forever. That is a risk TU is simply unwilling to take,” Moore said.
TU’s West Virginia council voted in favor of a
moratorium on natural gas leasing in the national

forest because of the potential for irreparable
habitat destruction to rivers, streams and other
fish and wildlife habitat. TU’s West Virginia council represents TU’s 1,500 members in the state.
TU, as a national organization, has opposed drilling in the Monongahela and supports the West
Virginia council position.
The Monongahela National Forest encompasses
over 900,000 acres and is located in the Allegheny Mountains of eastern West Virginia.
Trout Unlimited is North America’s leading coldwater fisheries conservation organization, with
more than 140,000 members dedicated to conserving, protecting, and restoring North America’s coldwater fisheries and their watersheds
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A Labor Day Weekend at Red Creek Campground Long Ago

Allegheny Front Migration Observatory

By Gordon A. Knight

Experienced Dolly Sods visitors know they
can’t wait until the last minute to make their
plans for a summer holiday weekend on the
high Allegheny Plateau. Campsites fill up and
chances of finding one in the US Forest Service
Red Creek Campground are virtually nil.
It wasn’t always that way. I fondly recall a
particular uncrowded Labor Day weekend at the
Red Creek campground in 1959. I arrived two
days before the start of the holiday weekend.
camped alone and stayed ten days. My first
chore: find the best site for my tent and my gear.
Though well into mid-afternoon, it wasn’t too late
to have a choice of good campsites. Actually
except for my old coupe, there were no other rigs
in the campground. No campsites were taken.
There were no other campers. So I just picked
out a fire ring – a few were scattered around and found a spot with relatively few rocks where
I pitched my pup tent and unrolled my sleeping
bag. I pulled an old, weather-beaten picnic table
into place. Drinking water flowed steadily from
a pipe at the spring a short walk away. I can’t
say which I relished more: the taste of the spring
water or the constant and soothing “voice” of the
flowing water. Both were delightful. Breezes
rustling through the alders occasionally hushed
the trickling sound of the stream.
Readers may wonder what I liked most about
in my “once upon a time” camping experience.
I found my most indelible memory overhead:
there in the extraordinary beauty of the dark
night sky. When the last light of the evening
faded, night –after-night the star-lit sky opened
a breath-taking view to the vastness of the
cosmos. In the transformation to night, the
“daytime” scale of the entire plateau seemed to
collapse. Overwhelmed by the firmament so
vast, supine and staring up from my sleeping
bag, a “zillion” stars arched across the pristine
sky. Many seemed unnaturally close. Back on
the family farm, I often watched the sky on hot
summer nights. We’d stretch out on the lawn,
my brother and me with our folks when it was too
hot to sleep in the old farm house. So, I thought,
“What difference here?” “Maybe it’s the higher
elevation.” That seemed a wholly insufficient
explanation … and now.
In camp, I had lots of time to relax and think.
I strained to picture the primordial red spruce
forest that once dominated the plateau. (Shortly
after breaking camp I resumed studies as a
rising senior in the WVU School of Forestry.)
Fields of bare rocks and the poverty of the
vegetated landscape complicated my attempts
to “see in my mind’s eye” an ancient coniferous
forest in this place. Getting my mind around

the catastrophic wild fires
that followed the nineteencentury logging proved even
more challenging. To this day
I am unable to imagine the
magnitude of the out-of-control
destruction that took place on
the Allegheny Plateau. Mu
professors spoke of fires that
smoldered and burned from
one year to the next, literally
“burning out” the ground on
which the great stands of
ancient spruce had stood.
They repeated stories of huge
spruce stumps that occasionally
remained afterwards; supported
on long charred roots, spiderlike stumps stood like ghosts
well above the rocks.
These days the prospects
of “solitude or a primitive and
unconfined type of recreation”
(to use wilderness legislative
wording) attract many to Dolly
Sods and the adjoining back
country. On this camping trip
I didn’t have to seek solitude.
No hiking required. I was alone
nearly all the time. In ten
days less than a dozen rigs
came by. Most didn’t stop at
the campsite. Actually cows
interrupted my solitude more
than people, occasionally
wandering through the campsite. Day or night
the distant clanging of a cowbell might waft over
camp. Nevertheless, “primitive and unconfined”
well describes my long-ago Red Creek camping
experience.
In September 2001, after a forty two years
lapse, I returned to camp again at the Red Creek
Campground and I have been back several times
since. What’s changed and what’s so different
now? The big difference between then and now
is lots of people! Obvious changes include traffic
volume, high visitor numbers, a tall smokestack
in the distance, and highway cuts visible from the
escarpment. In terms of constant, the sublime
beauty of the night sky is there to please all
who behold it on a clear dark night. Happily the
spring continues to flow and “refresh” not unlike
on my first visit in the late 1950’s. And, I can
affirm one aspect of the camping experience
that’s absolutely unchanged: the difficulty finding
a spot for a sleeping bag without rocks!

Ralph Bell, of Clarksville, PA is famous for
his birding skill and as a citizen scientist
doing bird research in both Pennsylvania
and West Virginia. He founded the
Allegheny Front Migration Observatory
banding program in 1958. The Observatory
is located at Dolly Sods near the Red Creek
Campground where volunteers celebrated
its 50th Anniversary in 2007. (see photo of
Ralph and his daughter Joan) Joan and her
father manage the station and keep records
of all the birds that they and their dedicated
volunteers have banded. The birds fly into
the mist nets just off the rocky edge of the
mountain along the Allegheny Front. The
extensive records of the Bells are a valuable
resource for scientists studying bird
population dynamics. We thank them both
for their inspiring devotion to our feathered
friends.

Above: Joan and Ralph celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of AFMO with a picnic at Red Creek
Campground
Right: Ralph Bell is hard at work at the AFMO
station. In the background is the plaque that was
presented to Ralph to mark AFMO’s 50th
Anniversary.

From Ralph Bell and Joan Bell Pattison
Allegheny Front Migration Observatory (AFMO) conducted its 52nd year of Bird
Banding at Dolly Sods, WV this fall. AFMO is located 10 miles southeast of Davis, WV.
Banding began on August 15 and ended on October 14, 2009. A total of 4428 birds
were banded of 80 species with a station effort of 66.8 birds per 100 net hours. Mourning Dove is a new species for the station this fall, which brings the AFMO total species
banded to 121. The Mourning Dove was a hatch year bird. The overall percentage of
hatch year birds (using known age birds only) was 72.15% A total of 230,478 birds have
been banded since 1958, when the writer (Ralph Bell) founded AFMO. The Station was
open for 48 days and closed for 13 due to high winds, fog and/or rain. There were 7
days when 100 birds were banded, 2 days over 200, 2 days over 300 and the best day
of the season was October 1 when 471 birds were banded. The most dominant species
banded on October 1 were Blackpoll Warblers (220), Black-throated Blue Warblers(52)
and Blue Jays (40).

Above: Gordon Knight on a return trip to Red Creek
Campground.

Gordon Knight, a native of northeastern MD, graduated
from West Virginia University with a degree in forestry.
After graduation, he served two years in the U.S. Army
at Ft. Bliss, TX and in South Korea. He began a long
career with the Bureau of Land Management, an agency
of the U.S. Department of the Interior, as a forester in
western Oregon. Later, he earned a master’s degree
in regional planning at the University of Wisconsin
(Madison). Following field office work for the BLM
in Colorado and Nevada, he moved to the agency’s
Washington office as a natural resource planner and
environmental impact review analyst. After retiring
in 2001 Gordon helped establish a banding station on
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service’s Occoquan Refuse in
northern Virginia. He also assisted with hawk banding
along the VA-WV border near Harper’s Ferry, WV, and
regularly worked with the MAPS breeding bird banding
program.Gordon married Connie Seese from Kingwood,
WV. They recently moved to Cumming, GA and now live
near their daughter and her family.
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Allegheny Front Migration Observatory (AFMO) Report
for 2009

Gordon Knight (above) was a young student WVU when he
camped out at the Red Creek Campground and worked with
Ralph Bell and Dr. George Hall, at the AFMO in September
1959. J. Lawrence Smith, our esteemed newsletter article
writer, was there too and took pictures of Gordon “laying one
brick” in the creation of the AFMO.
Right: A volunteer at AFMO bands a white-throated sparrow.
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WINTER BIRDS

VAGABOND from the NORTH

A winter day brightens when a flock of evening grosbeaks appears at the feeder to feast on
sunflower seeds. The males’ honey-colored plumage gives him the look of large pears and black and
white wings add to his striking appearance.
The first specimen of the bird was collected at Sault St. Marie, Michigan, in 1823 by Henry
Schoolcraft. A major Delafield may be responsible for the mistaken belief that the grosbeak is active
only late in the day. On seeing birds leave a swamp near Lake Superior in late afternoon, he mistakenly
assumed they had remained inactive during the day.
The grosbeak began to drift east in winter during the mid-nineteenth century and reached Toronto
in 1854. It is an irruptive migrant, meaning its seasonal movements are irregular and often related to
searching for food. By 1890, they had wandered east to New England and appeared as far south as
Pennsylvania.
In his Checklist of West Virginia Birds, Maurice Brooks credits Worth Randle with the first observation
of the evening grosbeak in the state at Cranberry Glades in May 1943. The big finch appeared in
some numbers over a wide area during the winter of 1945-46. Ann Schley saw 10 in Shepherdstown
in December and they remained through the winter relishing hackberries.
In early 1947, a large number appeared at the Middle Mountain wildlife manager’s cabin where they pecked a block of salt. Their frequent visits seemed to be for
the sole purpose of consuming salt. In February, Fred Glover saw a dozen birds near the crest of Allegheny Mountain at the Randolph-Pendleton County line
John Handlan alerted readers to the appearance of the grosbeak through his column “Signs Along the Trail” in the Charleston Gazette. Charley Handley, Conservation
Commission game chief, supplied him observations by wildlife personnel. Wayne Bailey and Hans Uhlig found a flock in the Cheat Mountains on November 1, 1954.
Extreme weather may have been a factor in an influx of grosbeaks into West Virginia during March, 1960. Ten came daily to a neighborhood feeder while I was a WVU
student in Morgantown. Birds were found as far south as Alabama and Georgia that year. For well over a decade they came south in numbers every other winter.
Veteran bird bander, Ralph Bell of Clarksville, Pennsylvania, banded 102 evening grosbeaks in 1962, his record year for the bird. For the last 20 years few have
appeared at Bell’s farm with only one banded in 1998. There can be little doubt that banding results, or the lack of them, in recent decades reveals decreased numbers
in winter occurrence beyond the grosbeak’s breeding range.
The flow of grosbeaks southward has dwindled to a trickle of late. A correlation exists between its decreasing numbers and the lessening of spruce budworm outbreaks
in eastern Canada. Should other factors be responsible for greatly reduced numbers, they remain a mystery.
In the meantime, West Virginia birders must be patient in waiting and diligent in watching for the return of these vagabonds from the north!
Reprinted with permission of Wild, Wonderful West Virginia Magazine.

SECRETIVE SAW-WHET OWL

The tooting voice of a little saw-whet owl was heard on a June evening in Canaan Valley near birder Jim Triplett’s “home away from home.” It was heard a few times
as the bird seemed to move from perch to perch before it was beyond hearing. The owl was named for the similarity of its call to the filing of a saw blade.
The puzzling question of the presence of the saw-whet in the higher Alleghenies has been pieced together after many years. Staff personnel from the Smithsonian’s
National Museum collected a young specimen at Cranberry Glades in 1936. This record established the southern limits of its distribution in Pocahontas County, but it
has long since been known to nest in the Great Smoky Mountains.
While banding at the Red Creek campgrounds at Dolly Sods during October, 1959, Dr. George Hall and
Gordon Knight were pleasantly surprised to find the first of what was to become a number of saw-whets
caught in mist nets. Even though many of the little owls may be migrants, depending on the season, there
is little doubt a largely permanent population exists at Dolly Sods and nearby.
This diminutive owl (about the size of a robin) ranges over a large area of North America where it is found
in evergreen, or predominately, evergreen forests. It is present from southern Alaska across southern Canada,
in the mountains of the West and the Northeast south through the highest Appalachians.
The saw-whet is migratory, especially from more northern areas, and is on the move in fall and winter. A
banding station was established on Shavers Mountain in Tucker County in 1997 headed by wildlife biologist,
Kevin Boyle. The number of birds netted and banded has varied greatly from year to year with a surprising
226 recorded in 1999.
The secretive nature of the saw-whet is often responsible for a number being found in some areas where
their presence had been overlooked. The best time to search for them is in late winter and early spring when
they become quite vocal when courting.
Birders wanting to find the owl should listen for a mellow series of “toots” in areas that offer its preferred
habitat of largely coniferous woods. They often respond to recordings of their vocalization and some are
occasionally so docile to be caught by hand!
A woodpecker excavated cavity or similar site is chosen for laying the five or six white eggs. Pounding
on the trunk of a tree with a hollow opening or woodpecker hole may bring the response of the head of a
saw-whet popping out to see the source of the intrusion!
The thought came to me when the owl was heard in Canaan Valley that I could have been in Maine or
northern Minnesota. The saw-whet owl is found in both states where the evergreen-carpeted land is little
different than many areas of the Allegheny highlands. Even though the valley has the look of far to the north,
we were in West Virginia’s land of Canaan!
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By J. Lawrence Smith

LORD of the NIGHT

The firmament overhead seems as clear as crystal on winter nights when the multitude of stars appear
hardly beyond our reach. The hour glass shape of the constellation Orion is emblazoned on the blackness as
the mythical nimrod hunts the heavens.
The hush of a night in winter is different from other seasons especially when the scene around us is draped
with snow. At night in winter, the air, the wind, indeed everything, may seem frozen into icy stillness. There is
no stillness, calm or mood of solitude that compares.
Things of the landscape often have an eerie glow when bathed in the mellow light of a full moon. The calm
may be broken and the night given a voice by a great horned owl sheltering in darkened woods beyond a
snow-carpeted field bath in the soft glare of moonlight.
The voice of the owl is a sequence of hoots sounding very much like hoo hoo hoo huh hoooo with the last
note trailing off. The sound is deep and I have found myself jarred to listening intently to be certain I was not
imagining before they came again. It seems a sound from the wilderness--an echo of the wilderness long since
gone and a cry from the wilderness that remains in the intonations of its hoots.
The great horned ranges throughout the state and may be rather numerous even though of a secretive
nature. It is found from deep forest to suburban neighborhoods where its presence often goes undetected.
A patchwork of habitats—woodlots, farms, fields, conifer groves—offers places for nesting and open land to
cruise on silent wings in search of prey.
Superb night vision and acute hearing make the owl a skillful and deadly hunter. Small prey such as mice
are swallowed whole with the bony parts and hair regurgitated in compact wads called pellets. A roosting site
will be revealed where pellets are found beneath trees with a little grove of evergreens favored. Finding such
telltale evidence offers an opportunity to discover what an owl has been eating.
I once found a number of pellets on the brown carpet of needles in a stand of white pines with many
containing the bones and skulls of numerous deer mice and meadow voles. There was little doubt that a great
horned had carried prey to the pine grove when I found feathers of a blue jay, leg of a ruffed grouse and wing
of a sharp-shinned hawk.
Winter is very much with us when the owl begins nesting and a hollow space in a large tree is sufficient for
egg-laying since no nest is constructed. However, the owl’s aggressiveness makes it possible to force large
birds such as red-shouldered hawks to abandon a nest they have built and the owls move in. Usually two
eggs, rarely more than three, are laid with the young cared for by the parents for well over a month after hatching.
Dogged hardiness makes it possible for the owl to begin nesting when other bird are seeking to survive. Fortunate is the birder who has watched adult owls
holding tight to the nest through a veil of snowflakes. I have heard the great horned owl in all seasons of the year, but winter seems its special realm when it reigns as
winged Lord of the Night.

A SIMPLE SONG of SPRING
On a February day it is difficult to tell where the gray of the mountains ends and the gray sky
begins. Gray often seems a predominate shade of winter and lingers even into spring. Winter in the
Alleghenies is far from the Christmas card purity of snow as perhaps in New England, but often a
somber sky weeping a cold rain upon musty mountain earth. Even amid the grayness there is a sign,
the promise of a new season, on that could go unseen and unheard unless one stands near a gray slope
and listens.
Simple, whistled notes will be heard sounding like peter, peter, peter that are among the few
sounds in the woods and can hardly be missed. This is the song of the Tufted Titmouse clad simply in
gray that is now something of a herald of spring. The titmouse is numerous and once the unofficial bird
of West Virginia and a fitting one for it is a characteristic bird of forest and woodlot. Many mountain folk
know is as “sugar bird” due to its singing when it is time to tap sugar maples for their sap.
The titmouse whistles its notes without an awareness of why it sings but forces without and
physical processes move it to sing at nearly the same time every year. A few other birds, Song Sparrow,
Northern Cardinal and beloved American Robin, will also be announcing in song the promise of spring.
The birds are subjects of the seasonal movements of the sun and now the amount of daylight is waxing.
The increase in the amount of light during the day stimulates avian organs of reproduction with the
result that eggs will be laid in keeping with an appointed schedule. Now, for the time being, the Tufted
Titmouse sings a simple song of the new season.
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The Northfork Watershed Project Welcomes Athey Lutz

Keeping King’s Memory Alive

This February we welcomed a new Americorps VISTA member to the Northfork Watershed Project.
Athey Lutz received a BS in Environmental Geology from the University of Dayton in Dayton, Ohio in
2007. He worked for two years as a field scientist for the environmental consulting firm ARCADIS following
graduation. He resigned in 2009 to pursue a Professionals’ Certificate in River Restoration from Portland
State University in Portland, Oregon. In November he returned to the Davis area, where he was born
and raised, to work with the Northfork Watershed project. He loves being back in this beautiful area and
looks forward to working together with new and familiar faces to help restore and protect its unique natural
resources. Skiing, fishing, hiking, photography and gardening are his passions outside of environmental
work. In light of the recent winter, he feels the snow gods have smiled upon his decision to return home.
An interactive, online mapping project has been Athey’s focus since he began working with the
Northfork Watershed Project on acid mine drainage issues. The project utilizes Google Earth, a free
Geographic Information System (GIS) program, to show an interactive aerial picture of the Northfork
watershed. Interactive elements include water quality monitoring sites, water quality data, local history
and historical sites. The mapping project allows anyone, especially our volunteer water quality monitors,
to access water quality data, make the visual connection between past mining activities and current
water quality problems, and share our work with others across the globe. The project will be used as an
educational outreach tool to generate interest in the younger generation through its use of technology and tap
into the unlimited audience of the World Wide Web. Athey will be presenting the mapping project March 14th,
in Harpers Ferry, at the WV Environmental Education Association’s annual conference. He has been working
in partnership with The Mountain Institute on the project. You can access the mapping project via a link at
www.northforkwatershed.org.
Aside from the mapping project, Athey has been working on the interpretive hike and bike trail system
in Thomas’ City Park, putting on a Christmas food drive, writing grants, and continuing our water quality monitoring program. He would like to thank you
all for supporting the Friends of Blackwater and The Northfork Watershed Project and hopes you will stop by the office if you are ever in Davis!

In 2003, Friends of Blackwater sponsored a heritage education
program in the Town of Thomas in Tucker County about J.R. Clifford, an
African American lawyer who fought on behalf of the black coal and coke
workers in the Town of Coketon, at the head of the Blackwater Canyon.
Who could have predicted, in 2003, that FOB’s program would
lead to a partnership with thousands of West Virginians -- exploring West
Virginia’s rich civil rights history, in programs across the state?
This year, in 2010, I have the honor of being an Americorps/VISTA
Volunteer working for Friends of Blackwater to continue to build these
partnerships. Environmental protection and community protection are one
big issue. We have to celebrate our history and our communities – if we are
to preserve and protect them for future generations! Thank you, supporters
of friends of Blackwater, for giving me the opportunity to work on this
important project!
One of my activities has been working with the West Virginia Martin
Luther King Holiday Commission.
Led by Commission Chair Dr. Hazo Carter, President of West Virginia
State University, the Commission is comprised of citizens from all over the
state who work to commemorate the legacy of Dr. King.
My supervisor in these activities was former Supreme Court Justice
Larry Starcher, a long-time Commission member and supporter of Friends of
Blackwater. In relating Dr. King’s mission, which was formed during a time
of blatant and legal discrimination based on race, to our world today, Justice
Starcher said, “The legacies of the evils of human slavery exist yet in many
quarters -- racial profiling, incarceration in disproportionate numbers, and
economic disadvantages are not fictions of imaginations. The works of Dr.
King are as relevant today as they were in the 1960’s.”
The Commission gave an award to Friends of Blackwater’s J.R. Clifford
Project, for excellence in anti-racism education. To accept the award on behalf
of The J.R. Clifford Project was one of the Clifford Project’s Directors, Katherine
“Kitty” Dooley, Esq., a Charleston attorney. Awards were also given to students
in kindergarten through 12th grade from throughout the state, who participated
in a poster and essay contest rooted in the theme “We Are the Dream”.
Nearly 42 years after Martin Luther King was assassinated, the

From Inside a Snow Drift in Tucker County
The first blizzard of the year came
before Christmas, dropping two feet of
powder straight from the sky, without the
usual howling wind. The snow covered all in
beautiful, peaceful frosting; as if the winter
was trying to win over fans before it showed
it true plans. The white Christmas turns to
a white New Year! Snow, snow and more
snow – Christmas break extends indefinitely
for the school kids and new presents show
up daily for local skiers. Santa has indeed
been generous. Now the third week in

Owen Porter inside a snow drift igloo in Canaan Valley.
Owen is the nephew of Linda Cooper (see page 14)

January our world is buried. People begin
to experience déjà-vu and dementia as they
shovel and shovel only to wake and find all
their work erased. Is it a dream? I know I
shoveled that porch yesterday! Or was it the
day before?
Finally after a month of snow comes
warmth, rain, a thaw. Is that the road I see?
It is unbelievable, grass, trees, ground - all
is bare. And all that rain and snowmelt has
the river near flood stage! The waters have
almost crested the bridge in Parsons! No
more rain please!
Prayers answered, here comes the
snow again, mountains of it! It snows like
there is a point to prove! February becomes
the month of snow, putting the memory of
January in a child seat in the corner. For
skiing enthusiasts it seems a new “best day”
is happening everyday! Sarcastic emails
with powder shots are sent to friends who
moved out west to ski the “big mountains.”
The kids are off school, the teachers need
work and the snow plow drivers have
become coffee fueled insomniacs! The snow
won’t stop! Kids are getting their seasons
confused, “I thought our break from school

by Athey Lutz
was in the summer?” Long time residents
have grown so weary of shoveling snow
they vow to move to Florida. Nordic skiers
are finally validated, as cross country skiing
takes the leap from obscure sport and hobby
to the best way to travel to the store. The
winds have come to stay and the drifts are
never ending, the plows can’t keep up,
the plows are stuck, the drift augers are
overworked, it is illegal to be on the roads in
a vehicle! State of Emergency! Give thanks
for those cross country skis!
It has surely been a hard winter
on some, full of inconvenience, too much
shoveling, collapsed porches, and months
indoors. For others, it has been a winter of
dreams with record snowfall, record business
numbers and skiing that embarrassed many
western resort destinations. Whether you
loved it or hated it, it was a real winter, full
of snow and cold, and we all got our fill.
It was the kind of winter that leaves you
ready for spring and gives the sunshine a
little something extra special when it finally
comes.
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by Megan Lowe
Below: Attorney Kitty Dooley, former Supreme Court Justice Larry Starcher and
AmeriCorps VISTA Megan Lowe pose with the Living the Dream Award presented to the
J.R. Clifford Project.

Commission’s events in Charleston, West Virginia, exemplified the ideal
that Dr. King dreamed of: “When we allow freedom to ring… we will be able
to speed up that day when all of God’s children, black men and white men,
Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join hands
and sing in the words of the old Negro spiritual: Free at last! Free at last!
Thank God almighty, we are free at last!”

The J.R. Clifford AfricanAmerican Heritage Map
Left: The a
mockup of the
J.R. Clifford
African-American
Heritage Map

In 2010 Friends of Blackwater will plan, design,
print, and distribute a West Virginia “J.R. Clifford
African American Heritage Map” (on one side),
and (on the other side) a poster
supplementing the map, with more information
on West Virginia’s African American heritage,
and the life and message of J.R. Clifford. We
intend for this map and poster will be displayed
prominently in West Virginia schools. They will
be a powerful tool for keeping the issue of racial
justice before a generation of West Virginians,
and a tool for educators throughout the state.
And the maps will be in every state visitor’s
center, to be used by people with an interest in
Heritage Tourism and African American
History. David Vago of Elkins is our designer.
Kitty Dooley and members of the Mountain
State Bar are leading the effort.
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Statehood Super Stars: Celebrating WV’s Sesquicentennial
The purpose of Friends of Blackwater’s heritage program on the West Virginia sesqucentennial is to help create a fresh, widespread, and inspired public understanding of West Virginia’s creation in the crucible of the Civil War. These programs will engage citizens and teach them about the forces and people that came together
in the “Rending of Virginia.” The programs’ message is that the Mountain State was forged by the bold and unprecedented actions of courageous “ordinary people”
and their creative leaders, who “seized the time” and made innovative history -- working without a script! Their creation is our heritage, unique among the United
States. The events that led to West Virginia’s statehood began with the election of Abraham Lincoln in 1860. All of these precursory events led a Presidential Declaration of the newly formed State of West Virginia on June 20, 1863. Join us as we walk through history to celebrate this milestone.

The Wheeling Conventions

The 1861 Wheeling Convention was a series of two meetings that
ultimately repealed the Ordinance of Secession passed by Virginia, thus
establishing the Restored government of Virginia, which ultimately authorized the counties that organized the convention to become West Virginia.
The convention was held at what became known as West Virginia Independence Hall in Wheeling. The Restored Government was recognized
by the Union, including President Lincoln, as the State of Virginia with its
capital in Wheeling. In part motivated by early Union successes, including
the Battle of Philippi Races, it was preceded by the Clarksburg Convention and led to the Constitutional Convention of West Virginia.

The First Wheeling Convention
The First Wheeling Convention was held on May 13 through May
15. Twenty-seven western Virginia counties were represented. Of the
429 delegates who attended, over one-third were from the area around
Wheeling. Most had been chosen at public meetings, while others attended on their own initiative. Immediately a debate ensued over which
delegates should be allowed to participate in the Convention: Gen. John
Jay Jackson of Wood County suggested seating all northwestern Virginians, but John S. Carlile insisted that only those who had been legitimately appointed by their constituencies be allowed to participate. Chester D.
Hubbard of Ohio County ended the debate by proposing the creation of a
committee on representation and permanent organization.
Some, including Jackson, argued that preemptive action against
the Ordinance of Secession before it was ratified was unwise: the Ordinance had not yet been presented to the citizens of Virginia for a vote,
and would not be until May 23. Others, including John Carlile, insisted on
immediate action to “show our loyalty to Virginia and the Union”, and on
May 14, he called for a resolution creating a state of New Virginia. Waitman T. Willey responded to Carlile’s plan by saying that it was “triple treason” — treason against the state of Virginia, the United States, and the
Confederacy. Carlile’s motion was condemned as revolutionary, and most
at the Convention instead supported resolutions offered by the Committee on State and Federal Resolutions, which recommended that western
Virginians elect delegates to a Second Wheeling Convention to begin on
June 11 if the people of Virginia approved the Ordinance of Secession.

tion of the People of Virginia,” a document calling for the reorganization
of the state government on the grounds that Virginia’s secession had in
effect vacated all offices of the existing government. Carlile presented an
ordinance for this purpose the next day, beginning the debate. Virtually
all the delegates at the Convention recognized the differences between
eastern and western Virginia as irreconcilable and supported some sort of
separation; the disagreement was over how this separation should occur.
Dennis Dorsey of Monongalia County called for permanent and decisive
separation from eastern Virginia. Carlile, however, though he had called
for a similar plan during the First Convention, persuaded the delegates
that constitutional restrictions made it necessary for the formation of a
loyal government of Virginia, whose legislature could then give permission
for the creation of a new state. On June 19, delegates approved this plan
unanimously.
The next day, June 20, officials were selected to fill the offices of
the Virginia state government (usually called the Restored government of
Virginia to avoid confusion with the government meeting in Richmond).
Francis Pierpont of Marion County was elected governor. On June 25, the
Convention adjourned until Aug. 6.

Born near Morgantown (and kin to its founder Zackquill Morgan), Francis Pierpont grew up in western Virginia,
in what is today Marion County, West
Virginia and was linked with the region’s
history for the rest of his life.[2] He graduated from Allegheny College, and taught
school in Virginia and Mississippi while
also studying law. He was admitted to the
bar in 1841, and became the local attorney for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
in 1848. Prior to entering politics, he also
helped found Fairmont Male and Female
Seminary, the forerunner to Fairmont
State University.
An active supporter of Abraham Lincoln,
Pierpont became more involved in politics
as an outspoken opponent of Virginia’s
secession from the Union. When Virginia
seceded and entered the war, delegates
from the northern and northwestern
counties of Virginia, which refused to join the Confederacy, met at the
Wheeling Convention.[2] These counties ultimately declared that their

elected officials had abandoned their posts and established a separate
government in Wheeling, with Pierpont as the provisional governor. This
“Restored government of Virginia” drafted a new Virginia Constitution and
sent representatives to the Union Congress.[1] In 1862, he attended the
Loyal Loyal War Governors’ Conference in Altoona, Pennsylvania, organized by Pennsylvania Governor Andrew Gregg Curtin, which ultimately
backed Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation and the Union war
effort.
Under Pierpont’s leadership, the Wheeling government called for a popular vote on the question of the creation of a new separate state. Popular
approval was overwhelming, and an application was subsequently made
to Congress, which also approved the issue.[3] The new state took the
name West Virginia and was admitted into the Union in 1863. When
Arthur I. Boreman was elected governor for West Virginia, Pierpont became governor of the “restored” state of Virginia, comprising the several
Northern Virginia counties occupied by Union troops. The capital of the
restored state was established in Alexandria for the remainder of the Civil
War.
At the end of the war in 1865, President Andrew Johnson appointed Pierpont as the provisional governor of the reunited state of Virginia, and the
capital was moved back to Richmond, Virginia

Granville Davisson Hall

Granville Davisson Hall was an extraordinary West Virginian who was born in
a log cabin in Salem, and raised near
Shinnston. Hall was the reporter for the
1861-63 Wheeling Convention and compiled its massive three-volume Proceedings; he then served as West Virginia’s
second Secretary of State, from 1865 to
1867. Hall lived to be 97 years old. He
was a brilliant, prolific, and imaginative
writer, and his career included editing the
Wheeling Intelligencer. Hall was devoted
to the anti-slavery cause and the creation
of a new, progressive, modern state -- free
of the chains of aristocratic dominance.
Hall’s colorful life, from farm boy to court
reporter for the United States Senate to
political activist and journalist – can serve
as a lens through which one may see how
-- as the Civil War erupted, and in times of great social and economic
change, people from all walks of life “seized the time” to create a new
State. In 1901, Hall wrote a passionate history of the state’s founding,
“The Rending of Virginia: A History,” which was re-published in 2000 by
the University of Tennessee Press, with a fifty-page introduction and short
biography of Hall by Dr. John Stealey of Shepherd University, who has a
longer work on the period in press.

The Second Wheeling Convention
With the adoption of Virginia’s Ordinance of Secession on May 23,
the Second Wheeling Convention began on June 11 as decided at the
First Convention. The meeting was held in Washington Hall and later the
Custom House. The first measures adopted at the Convention ruled that
88 delegates representing 32 counties were entitled to seats in the convention, though other delegates would be accepted later. Arthur I. Boreman was selected to serve as president, and he declared, “We are determined to live under a State Government in the United States of America
and under the Constitution of the United States.”
On June 13, John Carlile introduced to the convention “A DeclaraPage 12															
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Growing Up in Canaan Valley
My Childhood Home In the Valley
We lived in a big two-story, wood-framed house that was one of the first
built in the valley. It was a great old place, with plenty of rooms even with
our big family and mysterious, dark corners. The exterior was weathered,
gray wood shingles that had never felt a coat of paint. In summer, one end
of the big porch was draped with the light purple grape cluster blossoms of

by Linda Cooper
by the school board to come early to get the place warm before instruction
began.
Me and my siblings walked to school most of the time which could be
a horrible experience in winter even though the distance was not great.
Sometimes, we would ride the bus that ran along route 32 even though the
distance to the bus stop was about the same as to school. One advantage
of going by bus was that Mom could see us all the way to the bus stop from
the kitchen window.
Mom would occasionally bundle up like the rest of us and lead the way to
school by breaking a path through the snow drifts. After all her efforts, we
would arrive only to find that that school had been cancelled that day!

At Home in Winter

The Cooper Homestead in Winter during Linda’s childhood. Look at that snow!

a heavy vine emitting a delicious fragrance.
To the northwest side of the house were tall sugar maples that were
sometimes tapped for their sap in late winter to make maple sugar. In summer,
the maples were played amid and picnicked under, but their dark silhouettes
were a source of dread at night in winter when hasty trips had to be made to
the springhouse and barn.
Mom was diligent in her efforts to brighten two sides of the house with
flower beds, but only with moderate success. Her colorful perennials often
fell prey to marauding deer and other flower-consuming creatures. The
lawn was a challenge to keep mowed, but it was often a gathering place for
animals after dark. Numerous bunnies, always deer and their fawns, along
with an occasional skunk, possum or coon would scatter hither and yon in

While it was bitter cold outside, Dad kept the potbelly stove burning
warmly in the living room all winter. He would toss a couple of pieces of
inside it to get the fire started and then maintain the fire with coal to get the
right heat. The potbelly and the wood-burning Burnside range in the kitchen
were central to our lives in winter. Mom baked the best yeast bread you
could imagine once a week in the kitchen range and cooked everything we
ate on it.
We kept fuzzy blankets over all the furniture to snuggle under to keep
warm when the fire began to die down. We often fell asleep in the stuffed
chairs and sofa in the living room and when awakened, dreaded the trip
to our cold bedrooms upstairs. Two or three of us would snuggle under
homemade quilts and wool comforters that kept us toasty warm. Bedroom
doors never closed in winter because the heat rose from the living room
stove through a hole in Mom and Dad’s central bedroom.
The harsh blasts of the night wind often wobbled the upper floor
of the house and we lay anxiously awake until drifting off to sleep. With
morning, Dad poked up the fire in the potbelly and built a fire anew in the
kitchen. We stayed in bed as long as bodily functions would allow before
we reluctantly arose to face daily chores and other responsibilities.

the headlights as we parked in front of the house!

Walking to School in Winter
Snow fell from late October until mid-April in Canaan Valley when I was
young. Not just a skiff, but many inches and even feet and the accompanying
wind could be ferocious. The snow often drifted over the four-foot iron gate
in our front yard!
With the dark early hours of winter, the extreme cold and drifted snow, the
daily chore of getting to school was stressful. My two older sisters, younger
brother and myself would be covered with layers of clothing for warmth. There
were pants, snow pants, shirts, sweaters, coats, socks, shoes, overshoes
(“artics”), gloves, hats and scarves!
We attended Cosner School perched at the top of the wind-swept hill about
a quarter of a mile from our house. The building had two classrooms, but
only one was used for instruction. The empty room was put to use for play
when it was too cold to go outside for recess and at noon time. Persons in Linda Cooper cuts a rug with John McFerrin at a Highlands Conservancy event at Camp
the community including the teacher, cook and even my parents were paid Horseshoe in the mid-1980’s
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In Memory and Honor..........
Keith Pitzer
1954-2009

Keith Pitzer, executive director of Friends of the Cheat since 2001,
died on the morning of December 22, 2009 following a year and a half
long battle with cancer.
Under his leadership, Friends of the Cheat dramatically expanded its
efforts to restore, preserve, and promote the outstanding natural
qualities of the Cheat River Watershed.
Key milestones under the Pitzer tenure include establishing three
public river accesses, completing an interpretive driving trail, invasive
species eradication, and a major expansion of the organization’s prmary
focus, cleaning up acid mine drainage that has rendered many miles of
streams in the watershed unable to support life for decades.
Today the Cheat River, once considered dead below Albright, is
making a comeback. The water is visibly cleaner, and fish, eagles,
herons, and otters have been sighted, although much work remains to
further improve water quality in the river and tributaries.
Keith also laid the foundation for ongoing projects including developing rail trails in the
Kingwood area and from Albright to Rowlesburg, building an outdoor classroom, developing a key
river and trail access at the confluence of Pringle Run and the Cheat River, and many additional
acid mine drainage remediation projects throughout the lower Cheat watershed.
A memorial celebration of Keith’s life will be held on Saturday March 20th, 2010 (The Spring
Equinox) from 12:30 - 2:30pm at the new pavilion at the Cheat River Festival site in Albright, WV.

Thank You, CLOLA!
by Tom Rodd

In the mid-1980’s, I had the honor to
represent The Concerned Loved Ones
and Lot Owners of Beverly Hills Memorial Gardens (CLOLA). This hardy band
of citizens united to stop the strip mining
of a one hundred acre wooded hillside
lot that was part of a Morgantown area
cemetery. And they won!
CLOLA was founded by Milton
Cohen, Bert Cohen and Edie Viola.
What a wonderful group they were! Edie
had been a burial lot salesperson; Milton
and Bert were leaders in Morgantown’s
Jewish Community, which had a section
at the cemetery.
Milton died in 2008 at the age of
102, and was honored by his community. Just this year, CLOLA disbanded, and they donated a big
chunk of their trust fund to Friends of Blackwater. What a great thing to do!
One environmental battle is won, and many more to fight!
Thank you, CLOLA, and we at Friends of Blackwater will keep the faith and fight for our
dear Mother Earth, as Milton Cohen and all the other supporters of CLOLA would want us to!
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Ron Fortney
1947-2009

Dr. Ron Fortney,
former Chief Naturalist for the WV DNR
Parks Division passed
away on September
11, 2009.
Dr. Fortney was
the original co-chair of
the Flora WV committee, past coordinator
of the Heritage Program and a faculty member at Salem University
and West Virginia University.
Dr. Fortney had been in a coma for the
last nine years due to an accident. He will be
greatly missed by both those who knew him and
those worked with him on the various projects
he both inspired and facilitated.

Roman Majerczak
1926-2010

Roman was a Marine Corps veteran having
served in World War II and the Korean conflict.
He was wounded while serving in Iwo Jima and
received the Purple Heart and the Silver Star.
He earned a BS degree in Education from Ohio
Wesleyan University and a Master’s degree in
Education from Western Reserve University.
Roman retired in 1988 after 35 years teaching in
the Wooster City School System.
Roman coached football for 54 years
and his 1960 team remains the only undefeated
team in Wooster High School History. He also
coached wrestling and served as athletic director for 21 years at Wooster High School. He
was a member of the Wooster High School Hall
of Fame and the Ohio High School Football
Coaches Hall of Fame. For 21 summers, Roman also served as a camp counselor at Red
Raider Camp in Geauga County, Ohio.
In 1990, Roman and his wife, Rosella,
retired to Alpine Lke near Terra Alta, West Virginia. Once there Roman’s love for coaching
led him to become a volunteer football coach
first at Terra Alta high School and then at Preston County High School when it opened in 1991.
By 2007, Roman was too ill from cancer to
coach any longer.
Roman was a dedicated member of the
Friends of Blackwater and will be missed greatly
by everyone whose life he touched in his many
years.
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Kim Landis Needs Our Help!

Letter to the Editor
Editor,

Kim Landis and Alex Nelson at the opening of Landis Realty July 2009.

By now you may know about the tragic accident
that befell Kim Landis of Landis Realty in Canaan Valley
and her 7 year old son, Alex Nelson on Sunday
February 28th. The child was badly burned in a home
accident and is now at the West Penn Burn Center with
severe burns over 65% of his body.
The community has held Kim up in prayer as well
as financially by making generous contributions to her
account at:
Grant County Bank
		
Attention Brenda,
		
HC 70 Box 254,
		
Davis WV 26260.
Additional donations are welcome. If you want to
send a card to Alex or Kim, you can mail it to their home
address which is
		
Alex or Kim Landis
		
P.O. Box D11
		
Harman, WV 26270.
Alex also has a site at CaringBridge.org where you can
recieve updates on his condition and send messages to
the family.
Visit http://www.caringbridge.org/visit/alexnelson.

YES!

I WANT TO JOIN FRIENDS OF BLACKWATER

Porte Crayon Society_ $ 1000
Crown Jewel Club____ $ 500
Sustaining Steward___ $ 250
Patron______________ $ 100
Family__________ $ 50

Individual______ $ 35
Senior_________ $ 20
Student_________ $ 10
Other_______________

Name
Address

We all have memories of our visits to Blackwater Falls State Park. Those
remembrances may be the basis of why we must return to these canyons as often as
possible.
Maybe my first visit was with a group of graduate students and Earl Core during a
field trip from West Virginia University in the early 1970’s. Do any of our readers remember
when the Gentle Trail was constructed? I recall the falls below on our left as we faced north;
however, I don’t remember the Gentle Trail at that time.
Although signs tell visitors to remain on the boardwalk, I have a photograph we took in
the canyon below the falls. Obviously visitors were permitted in that area in the early 1970’s.
And is it true a couple fell from the falls many years ago?
Signs which say “Do not feed the wildlife” were not directed to the deer. Every
morning and evening during our visit to Cabin #10 in 2006, deer came for a handout. And just
down the road at the junction and the stop sign, I spotted a bear. These memories and those
of Balanced Rock will remain forever.
Although deer are everywhere here in the Northern Panhandle, different kinds of
Wildlife make trips to the Blackwater Country worthwhile. During Wildlife Diversity Weekend,
we spotted a red-shouldered hawk near Pendleton Lake. That was June 2004. Along the
track to Dobbin House, we were shown droppings and tracks of black bears. That was June
2001. I’ll never forget a 1,000 (I guess) black vultures flying south over the Lodge during our
October 2006 stay.
It was during a solo trip of October 2007; I was looking north from Lindy Point up the
Canyon. At first I thought it was a giant black bird in the distance. The noise got louder as a
jet airplane flew below my vantage point and disappeared toward Hendricks.
These and other memories will inevitably pull me back to the Canyons of the
Blackwater River next year.
				

Carl M Patsche

				

Weirton, Almost Heaven, West Virginia

Chief Logan Is Smiling Today!

by Tom Rodd

The celebrated Native American leader Chief Logan
is smilling down upon West Virginia today -- because our
State Supreme Court has agreed to decide whether the
Legislature really wanted to make our State Parks
unprotected from private gas wells.
In the fall of 2009, Friends of Blackwater, former
State Parks chief Cordie Hudkins, and the West Virginia
Highlands Conservancy joined forces to appeal a judge’s
decision in Logan County, that would have allowed unrestricted drilling in Chief Logan State Park. More than fifty
wells had been planned.
Luckily, the circuit judge allowed us to participate in
the case, and now the Supreme Court has agreed to hear
our appeal. We are delighted to be on the same side as
the WV DNR and DEP. We will have to file legal briefs this
summer, and probably will argue the case this coming Fall.
Thanks to everyone who spoke out and donated to help pay our legal costs.
This is a battle for all of our West Virginia State Parks! Please give it your support! And
special thanks to Cordie Hudkins and the Highlands Conservancy for making this (so-far)
successful effort possible!

Phone
E-mail
Mail completed form and check made payable Friends
of Blackwater to:
		
Friends of Blackwater
		
501 Elizabeth St.
		
Charleston, WV 25311
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A Big Thank You

to Phil Ferguson and his crew at Ferguson Construction for
waging war on the snow covered parking lot at our
Davis office.
									

			

